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The Louisville Orchestra

Farm Bureau Chief Delivers
Stateland Dedication Address
The new Stateland Dairy Center
was dedicated yesterday with over
200 guests, composed mostly of
county and state (arm officials,
braving the cold.
The dedication Itself was begun
with the invocation by the Reverend Poore of the Richmond Methodist Church. The program proceeded with President Martin's Intro*"
duotion of the platform guest and.
the speaker of the afternoon. Burl'
St. Clalr from Falls of the Rough,
Kentucky. President of the Kentucky Farm Bureau.
In his introduction President
luartin said that Mr. St. Clair.
had the confidence of the state's
farmer, so he has served nine consecutive years as Farm Bureau
president." He also praised St.
Clair'8 work in the field of educational agriculture, and for his work
on the proposed (aim amendment to the Kentucky Constitution
in 1953.
in his speech Si Clalr had nothing but praise for tne advances
Eastern has made In their dairy
program, and commended the
leadership shown by the college.
He said that we cannot think of
farm life as we did in the past be
cause of the tremendous advances
made and because we
have
thought big. He further stated that
Eastern's new center, ". . . is a
model sample of the way of think'
ing big,''
St. Clair related that, "Kentucky
has made real progress in dairy-,
lng," and that in the past has ad*
vanced in dairy production. He
commented on the problem of surplus and how some people thought
the American farmer had progressed too far. He, however, said that
he thought the great productive
powe.- of.,&», United Slate* wa*
■what mad*..her great. "No nation
In the world can reach the productivity of the American farmer."
(Continued on Page Six)

Louisville Orchestra Presents Eastern Debaters
Place Third At
Concerts Sunday Afternoon Georgetown Meet

Mil. ROBERT WIUTNKY

Estimated $175 Taken From
Mattox Boys Monday Night

Eastern's recently reactivated
The Louisville Orchestra. Robert Whitney conductor, will present debate team placed third in the
a children's concert and an adult concert Sunday afternoon, Novem- first annual Georgetown Opener
ber 12, in Hiram Brock Auditorium.
Debate Tournament on November
The children's concert, beginning at 1:30. will be of a different 4. finishing In a tie with Georgenature than that of the adult concert. It wilt consist of musical num- town and Bellarmine for first
bers of a particular appeal to children- and Mr. Whitney wltr make place honors. Eastern won five out
varied comments about the nuiuic and their composers. The program of six debates against Georgetown,
will also consist of an introduction of each of the instruments of Bollarmlne, Berea, Centre, and
the orchestra.
Ashury College.
Conductor Robert Whitney and
When the tie between the three
schools
resulted, It was btoken by
his 50 member orchestra are now anil Eastern Kentucky Slate Colindividual
point counting for each
In their Silver Anniversary season. lege. .
Under this system EastSince 1948 they have presented 137
The Louisville Orchestra was speaker.
ern was thus plaeed third in the
world premiere performances and first organized in 1937 with Robert six
team tournament.
recorded 98 commissioned works, Wthitnay-fiiiiiliiiilnf |J»>. im they , Morobers-oC
the team who made
enough to 'compete «7WlT<!urlfa.'
the
trip to Georgetown were Tom
They are the only orchestra In the appeared at Carnegk Hall when- Roberts
and
John
Rogers debatworld to record on their own label- they received national aoctaam. ing affirmatively, and
Oera-Id
All of their recordings are devoted The New York Times said, ". . . Kemper and Richard Moore
deto contemporary music.
laurels are due to this orchestra feating negatively. Darrell Baker
According to Mr. James E. Van and Its leader . . ." and the Chris- and BUI Cain served aa timekeepPeursen, head of the music depart- tian Science Monitor added to the ers for the tournament.
ment, Sunday's concert Is being acclaim by saying "... The LouisTo gain more experience for the
presented to enrich the cultural of- ville Orchestra lias won Its place team, the coach of the team, Mrs.
ferings of the college. "It is the ob- In the hearts of Carnegie Hall's Aimee Alexander of Eastern's
ligation of the college,., he says, discriminating audience . . ."
English Department, haa sched"to give to the student body an opuled several debates for the immedportunity to hear the best In the
iate future. Berea was debated
field of artistic activities."
yesterday and the University of
The admission price of the conKentucky will provide competition
cert Sunday will be children 26
on November 14. Larger debates
cents and adults 50 cents. The
are scheduled at Ball State.Unimoney received will remain at
versity and Bowling Green later
Eastern for a scholarship for a
Burnam Hall women's dormi- In the year.
music student.
Mrs. Alexander summed up her
toiy wiU be renovated during the
feelings as to the Importance of
The adult concert will begin at summer term of 1962.
debating
by saying, "Such victory
3 and the program will be composPlans Include new furnishings
ed of classical and romantic com- for the lobby and bedrooms and was especially welcomed by Eaatposers along with some of the a redone recreation room where em since it further emphasizes the
intellectual growth, the stimula"moderns."
the girls can take their dates.
tion to worthwhile activity, readThe Louisville orchestra Is apThe announcement wets made ing perceptively, and taking repearing on the Eastern Campus by President Robert R. Martin sponsibility. This s the essence,
through a grant made by the Ken- before fall semester began.
democracy in action, and thus the
tucky General Assembly and with
The dorm may be closed dur- college is fulfilling its obligation
the cooperation of Kentucky Counto train young people effectively
cil of Public Higher Education ing the revamping period.
Other changes are the installa- lor leadership in that democracy."
tion of new rubber tile floors in
M rooms, now water lines, and
new doors and locks. Repainting
The Anniversary Dance which and replastcring will be done
Sadie Hawkins Week festivities
this year will feature Ralph where needed.
wilt begin the week of November
Marterle has been rescheduled
Tentative plans include having 20. A race and other activities
to Thursday, December 14, be- the currently unused "Y" room will be scheduled with the Sadie
cause of scheduling difficulties. made Into a TV room and convert- Hawkins Dance. November
The dance will be held In the ing: ironing rooms on each floor 21.
KYMA
will
once
cafeteria of the Keen Johnson from large closets or regular bed- again sponsor the event. The ProStudent Union Building from rooms. Another possibility is linen gress will carry the details next
9 p.m. to 1 a.m.
weekrooms on each floor.

Burnam Hall
To Be Redone

checking into the background and
activities of those persons.
A billfold belonging to one of the
boys from whom money was takESC DAIRY DEDICATED--In top photo, Jack Taylor (second from left), farm manager at Eastern
en
is being held by school authState College, explains uses of some of the equipment at the college's new Stateland Dairy Center
orities for possible finger-printing.
which was dedicated this afternoon. From left are President Robert R. Martin, Taylor, William J.
One boy was reportedly awakStocker. professor of agriculture; J. C. Powell, administrative assistant to the president. In lower
ened from ins sleep Monday night
iphoto. Taylor explains operations of the milking parlor at the dairy. From left: Stocker, Powell, Dr.
by a hand reaching Into the room
Martin.
to remove a pair of trousers from
the bedpost. He gave chase to the
Annual "Distinguished Adviser"
intruder but lost him when he
award was made by Dr. Donald
disappeared through the doors at
R. Grubb. NCCPA Chairman.
the end of the hall.
Dean Henry Martin, commenting
Two gentlemen were awarded
on this incident said, "I know there
the honor: Robert Crawford, Neare
enough honest people In the
braska State University, and Cal
dormitories to catch the thief; and
Development of new ideaa hi journalism and the exchange of old vln J. Medlm of the University of
when he is caught he will be dealt
ones highlighted the thirty-seventh annual conference of the Associ- Kansas. Paul Poynter of the 8t.
with severely by campus regulaated Collegiate Press and the National Council of College Publica- Petersburg Times was the speaker
tions and will be subject to the
tion Advisers on November 2, 3, 4, at the Hotel FontainebDeau in of the luncheon.
penalties of the Commonwealth of
Mlann Beach, Florida
The number previously reported
Kentucky."
Seven hundred and forty-nine delas the total of delegates did not
A $25 reward has been offered
egates from all over the United New York City, delivered the ad- include exhibiters, instructors and
for information leading to the apAssociated Collegiate Press staff
States gathered to discuss ways dress.
prehension of the person or permembers. Thirty-seven states and
sons Involved.
and Means of improving their colFriday was filled with continu- Washington, D.C. were represented
Those working on the case are
lege newspapers and yearbooks. ous sessions from 9 a.m. In the with 205 colleges represented.
Mr. Harmon, Dean of Studuents
Campaign totals for the propos- Henry Martin, and Chief of the
Among these seven hundred dele- inoriiin; until 5 p.m. in the afterFive newspapers were designatgates were five Eastern students, noon. Every conceivable subject ed as the pace-setters of this year's ed Pattie A. Clay Infirmary have Campus Police Phillip Cuzick. The
papers: The Minnesota climbed to $184,857.19.
floor councilors are also aiding the
Linda Gassaway, Carol Caldwell, was discussed and commented on. college
The figure was given at a ReDaily of the University of Minneand Jim Montgomery of the Mile- Several panels led group discuss- sota, The San Francisco Foghorn port Night held In the cafeteria of school officials in the search.
stone; Marian Bazzy and Ronnie ion in Ironing out the problems of the University of San Francisco, the Student Union Building Monday
Wolfe of the Progress.
that face the college press.
El Cunilnn which Is also from a night. Top teams were also reSessions were officially opened
Saturday morning saw the con- California school, The Miami Hur- ported. Mrs. C. Pariah heads the
on Thursday night with the convo- ference drawing to a close at noon ricane of the University of Miami, peak Women's Division team; Mr.
cation. Daniel DeLuce, general with the ACP Conference Lunch- and the publication of the Univer- Milton C. Parks, Men's Division:
executive of the Associated Press, eon. Presentation of the Second sity of Wyoming.
Mr. Russell Todd, Advance Gifts
Division; Mrs. Rucker Baumstark, from Waco, top area team.
The drive has been extended two
weeks. Two more report meetings
Eaatem will open its second guest speaker at a faculty dinner
are scheduled for November 13
annual Professional Day in next Wednesday night.
and November 20. *
week's assembly with Dr. Ivan T.
Booker and Dr. J. Marvin Dodson
as the principal speakers.
Dr. Booker is a represenativc of
NBA from Washington. Dr. Dodson is secrctary-tiea'surcr of CKEA
and Is associated with KEA.
Freshmen class officers were
The day's theme wfl be the
elected last week. Jon Anderson, "Role of Student Teachers and
Mr. Herblc Koch, a well-known
from Ashland, was elected presi- their Future."
lyoui.'-villc organist. produced a
dent, receiving a total of 260 votes.
Dr. Booker and Dr. Dodflon will nii.nl.cr of arrangements to help
He was closely followed by Jim ho gucsb> n't a luncheon cospon- initiate Eastern's new Baldwin orHutchcrson, Marvin Kinch, and sored by
Kappa Delta Pi and gan at assembly Wednesday.
John Riggins. in respective order. S. N. E, A., campus education
Mr. Koch has been an organist
Marda Helton, Paintsville, was organizations.
for WHAS TV. Louisville. Recentelected vice-president by a landAt 2:30 aft the student teachers
slide victory of 441 votes. Judy from Donovan Lnboi'atory, Matii- ly he completed a South American
Jones. Louisville, was elected son County, and city schools will lour. More than twenty books of
secretary, accumlating 886 votes, Bather in Edwards and 'I'.orhim to his arrangements have been published.
end" Vada Billter, Fishtrap, was discurs the theme.
Mr. Koch played a number of
elected treasurer, receiving 458
Dr. Booker wiK close the day as tunes, some of them medleys. He
votes.
ended
his program with Eastern's
A total number of 1183 ballots
school songs. "Hall. Hail Eastern
were cast. Space was also proMaroons" and "Yea Eastern."
vided on the ballot for write-in
The faculty meeting schedulHowever, the audience had not
nominees.
ed for Monday and (he faculty
dinner on November 22 will not heard enough of Mr. Koch's playing. They cheered until he anbe held.
Fund Raising Campaign
There will be a faculty din- swered three curtain calls Among
A fund Is being collected for the
the songs he played then were
ner on Wednesday, November •'Mares
widow of Charles Hogan, custodian
Eat Oats" and "Singing in
IS. Dr. Ivan T. Booker, of the the Rain."
of the Music Building. Contribua request number. The
National Education Association, devotional at
tions may be left with Miss Brown
the beginning of the ORGANKT—Herbie KochTfeatured In last"Wednesday's aase
TBEYHE SMILING NOW—The Officers of the Freshman Class were elected last Thursday afteris
the
speaker.
E. Telford or at the Music Deassembly was given by Alice Jane shown playing the new electronic Baddwto organ recently bought by
noon. Flanked by his harem of co-officers is Jon C. Anderson, president. Beginning at his right are:
the college.
partment office.
Judy Jones, secretary; Marda Dean Helton, vice-president, and Vada Biliter, treasurer.
Hail, a freshman.

Publications Editors Attend
Press Conference In Miami

By Ben Cartinhour
An unknown person or persons
entered several rooms in Mattox
Hall Monday night and took an
estimated $176.
According to reports from officials working on the case, rooms on
the second, third, and fourth
floors were entered between the
hours of 4 and 5 a.m. In each case
the door of the room entered had
been left unlocked while the occupants slept. A total estimate of the
money stolen was made after each
boy had made an individual report to Resident Director, Clarence
Harmon.
The officials believe that the
thieves are from Mattox Hall on
Uie basis of previous loses reported there. One or two suspects have
been mentioned and officials are
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Hospital Fund
Hits $184,857.19

Sadie Hawkins

EKSC Holds Second
Professional Day Event

Freshman Class
Elects Officers

Herbie Koch,
Organist, Plays
In Assembly
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Readers Write

!

.Lincoln Is

,w

'Krt
. lu
Thanksgiving
Day

To the Editor:
Several students have asked me.
as president of the Little Theater
Although Abraham Lincoln has
Club, if the clib Is still active,
been recognized very little for the
and are we planning a major propart
he played in nationalizing
duction this semester
Thanksgiving Day, he captured the
The club held its first meeting
New England spirit - of "fruitful
in September, /it that meeting
fields and healthful skies" and inwere eight members back from
coiporated it In a proclamation
last yea'-, and approximately 40
which designated the first national
new freshmen who showed interThanksgiving Day in 1883.
est in becoming members.
On October 3. 1883, Lincoln isThe Little Theater was practicsued a Presidential proclamation
ally filled at our first presentasetting aside the last Thursday if
tion. This is a marked improveNovember as a day of thonksgiv
ment over last year's attendance
i"f.
accoiduing to Dr. R, Gerald
and geneial student interest.
McMurty, director of the Lincoln
No major production has been
National Life Foundation. Fort
begun this semester. This is nol
Wayne, Indiana. This day was desIn a school with an enrollment of 4,154 who come in due to the lack of interest nor to
ignate because it »« tie I"it '» -'
the lack of ability, but directly to
direct contact with campus life daily, it is beyond com- a suitable place for rehearsal.
day prior to the observance of Advent by the Churches of America,
Brock Auditoroium is in use conprehension as to why the student body has not taken a
t and every year since then, the
stantly with movies, parties, meetstand on the issue of a new mascot. In last week's paper, ings, classes, choir rehearsals,
Lincoln repeated his act in 1884
President of the United States has
the Progress opened a campaign to choose a new name "Grand Ole Oprles". variety
issued a proclamation establishing
recitals, style shows, comfor the school or to maintain the validity of the present shows,
a
Thanksgiving Day in November.
munity programs, jazz shows, orAccording to Dr. McMurty, prior
chestras, bands, etc. We of the
title of Maroons.
to 1883, only two Presidential proLittle Theatre Club do not conHow so many people could so completely ignore dem
clamations for Thanksgiving obthese activities, but encourservance had been issued—one by
the opportunity to express a view, no matter which age and enjoy them. We only want
George Washington in 1789 and the
stage on which to rehearse and
stand it might be, is bewildering! School spirit must not apresent
the other by James Madison in
good collegiate drama.
have a position in the lives of the students of this cam18,15.
Since the possibilities of Brock
to be ruled out, we considpus. If student affairs do not interest them, then what seem
ered the Little Theater, where we
will. There is more to being a student than simply at- give our one act plays. Here again
11
tending classes although the persons on this campus we run into difficulty with prayer
meetings, lectures, teas, necking
seem to think that this is the only academic endeavor (I just added this to keep your
i.iaj. Gen. Edwin A. Walker
which should interest them when they are not too ab- attention.), etc. Seriously though,
the stage is much too small for a
made known his decision to resorbed in the finer things of life such as dating, partying Snakespearean. classical play, or
sign from the U.S. Army last
any major production.
week, without retirement pay or
and sifting in the grill.
rank. This decision was the result
We could go to the ravine or
A plea to rally around the flag would be ridiculous i amphitheater,
of the admonishments he receivbut this would Ined last April while Commander
convenience
Cupid,
and
with
the
. . . when there is no cause felt by a group, there is no
onslaught
of
winter
would
prove
of the Twenty-fourth Infantry Direason to attempt to push an issue. It was an under- impracticable.
vision in Europe.
ly
MARIAN
BAZZY
At the present time Mr. Honaker
standing on the campus that there was displeasure in the
he was relieved of his command,
because he participated in partiis trying to find a suitable place
present title of Maroons. Somehow, somewhere along for
rehearsal. We hope that in
san politics. He participated In
the way, the interested persons disappeared into the ob- conjunction with the administrapartisan politics when he promotWith 50 megaton bombs exploded in the atmosphere, some stu- ed his anti-Communist
"free
tion,
rehearsal
and
performance
j
livion of nothingness. Just what are we living for? Just i space will be made available dents still don't know the difference between fatalism and pessimism. speech and thought campaign"
With
officials
climbing
mountains
hi
foreign
countries,
local
delegates
how do persons on this campus propose to meet the or- somewhere on campus this term.
among his troops.
make a safe return from the Associated Collegiate Press Conference
In his resignation statement to
deals of life and liberty if they can not react to a point As soon as there Is room for us in Miami Bench. .. neatvwhile exam time draws near.
we will continue our usual schedthe Senate Armed Forces CommitMr. K. versus M. K. . . Nikita K. says blasts will be continued if tee on Thursday, he stated, "My
of all campus importance. How can people be so in- ule.
The interest in the club is at a the l"intt'ii Suites resumes aoove ground testing. . .Jack K. says the career has been destroyed In Its
different?
peak, and will continue to grow as United States will resume atmospheric testing if Russia doesn't dis- useiiilhiess to m.v country. I canThe College community consists in the main part of the college grows. We should not ci IM mne hers. .one side might win if it is lucky.
not accept retirement with Its ImHattie let the new world know that there is no wrath nlments and benefits. To do so
students. Granted that the other components are of im- J,®,_£^d college drama die on this whichHurricane
exceeds her anger. Belize, Honduras, ts now in shambles . . . would be a compromise with my
campus.
portance but there could be no colleae without the stu"In manus tuas commendo another wanning from nature of some displeasure. If the tropical principle."
storm had hit the United States' coast, the Communists could have
He attempted to uphold his antidents. With students who are so indifferent, it might be spiritum nostrum"
attributed the luck to the capitalistic system and American im- Communist drive when in the same
Bob 1 lull/.■lawbest if the college sphere simply disintegrated so as to
morality
.
.
.
may
B.
B.
appear
in
no
more
censored
motion
pictures.
statement
he said. "Many ComPresident of the Little TheWith Tiki gods learning the world, it seems strange that people munist aggressions now passing
atre Club
allow a more purposeful and thriving organization to
ere starving and dying within the walls of civilization. Maybe the sea l into history asfalt accompli could
take its place.
shells know the answers.. .maybe storm Inga will show the way... never have been penetrated had we
Dear Editor,
I don't know if any of the read maybe Soapy Williams will visit Africa again... maybe the Nigerian and our Allies been alert and InIf the students want the name of Maroons to reers of this paper have ever taken student who lost his postcard in Washington, D. C., didn't under- formed—and to be alert we would
main, only a word is needed. No reaction or response the
have had to be informed."
time to watch a Jackass or stand our relationship to the camel driver.
As the sun dims over Kentucky, sets over the seas, warms the
Gen. Walker Inferred that he
dives tne impression that the student body is satisfied. If have ever had the intention of doso; but if you have, you have waters of Antarctica, and burns the sands of the Sahara, the great might enter politics in order to
this is the case, the Progress in cooperation with the lng
pumpkin has left its memory.. .an ode to Hfe.. .an ode to bomb serve his country by stating, "I
witnessed an inteiesting animal.
Student Council will bow to the will of the school; the This animal usually sits on his shelters which will be of no use when the neutron bomb Is ex- take leave of military duty with a
and does nothing but eat,( ploded.. .an ode to the second coijL.wave... and an ode to turtles heavy heart. I must find other
campnian will terminate next week if there is no activity behind
means of serving my country in
sleep, drink, and occasionally who are named O-.pheus.
the time of her greatest need . . .
on its behalf from the school. The die has been set.
"Hee-Haw" when something does
To do this, I must be free from
not agree with him. His face Is
the
power of little men who, in the
always long because he is never
name of my country, punish loyal
happy about anyone or anything.
service to It."
He has a large head mainly to
keep his two ears apart.
The largest home appliance
If this animal moves. It Is alMany techniques have been developed as to promoting a working ways at a slow pace because
manufacturing plant in the world
•relationship and understanding between teacher and students. Miss wherever he Is going was there
Is at Louisville—General Electric's
Hazel Chrisman, instructor of English at Eastern, has submitted the before he left and will probably be
Appliance Park.
foNowlruj challenge to the students of her Bosses.
there after he leaves.
By
RAY
AKERS
To my Students:If you ever have time to watch
such an animal, I believe that you
I CHALLENGE YOU!
will enjoy the experience.
Our sodity is becoming regimented and standarized to the point
Oh well, so is life.
of losing Its individuality. Every day we nee developments of this
1 challenge you to approach your work with aeithusinsm.
Sincerely,
regimentation and standardization.
I challenge you to develop a spirit of inquiry.
"The Old Senior"
1 challenge you to fellow instructions carefully.
I think the best examples of regimentation and standardization
I challenge you to acquire good study habits.
PS. If you want to know a good | wouW be the manufacture of clothing. If a person should go to a
I challenge you to be thorough.
' act- haberdashery and purchase one shirt, size fourteen and one half, this
ion, just look around campus.
I challenge ycu to he accurate.
shirt not only fits him, but every other boy who has that neck size.
1 challenge you to be honest.
Normally this would be all night, but If the person happens to be.
Dear
Editor,
I challenge you to use the resources of the library to supplement vour
extremely slender he looks as if he has his older brother's shirt on. 11
We, two girls of Burnam Hall, know this to be true for my brother and I wear the same size
textbook.
are among many girls distressed shirt and he weighs one-hundred and seventy, while I roll up at
I challenge you to think critically.
over the present situation of re- one-hundred and ona. His shirk look rather wylish, while I look as
I challenge y u to search for a significance in what you read.
I challenge you to participate in oral communicaltion,'respecting the ceiving dally mail. We have ob- if I bought mine from the American Tent and Awning Company.
tained bright, new post office boxrights of others
The thing that really irks me is the sleeves on a summer shirt.
es- approximately two weeks ago— My two-Inch arms protruding through the sleeves resemble 'large
I challenge you bo develop your potentialities.
and
as
yet
their
purpose
has
been
I challenge you to help keep tiie classroom clean and orderly, theretoothpicks. Another thing that is highly Irritating about these standstrictly for show.
•v providing an atnvephere conducive to lesitiing.
ardized shirts is tCioir baginess. As I have said, for a huge boy this
This past weekend the desk girl is all right, but a small boy has so much excess material that be could
I challenge you to setk extra help from vour instructor, if you need
in charge of mail distribution went easily nuke another shirt This is what I do now. but before I
it.
home. This made it impossible for found that I could get two shirts for the price of one. I would raise
In challenging you. I challenge myself.
the whole dorm to receive mall.
my litle hand, to a«; a question in class. It would all slip out. When
We have several questions to I would bend over it also came out. so I was constantly tucking my
ask: why are unauthorised persons shirt in.
handling the mail, why must we
Now that I have discovered that two shirts can be had from
stand in line for mall which Is one, I'm overjoyed. But this too preesnts problems since most of
ours, and when are we going to' my shirts are the same color. Oh well. I guess I will have to make
make use of the post office boxes? matching handkerchiefs from the excess material. Just think too, I
Can't Eastern be modern enough might be the only boy on campus with shorts matching his shirts.
to deliver the mail?
When I was a boy, about sixteen, I developed an interest in
Two Burnam Hall Residents fast cars. My father told me this was wrong, so I abstained.
(Editor's Note: The situation disWhen I was still a hoy. I developed a taste for Intoxicating
cussed in the above letter Is one beverages. My mother told mc this was wrong, so I abstained
which has been of concern to many
•
When I became a young man, I acquired an Interest In young
students. With the thought that ladies My minister told me this was sinful, so I abstained.
"Rome was not built in a day,"
As a man, I lead a-rather austere life with only one habit, the
the reply to the questions can be drinking of milk with my meals. Then I read in the newspaper that
given rather simply. The boxes If I continue, I will die of heart trouble.
are. for all practical purposes,
I have reached my limit! If I can't live a life alive. I may as
Weekly Student Publication of Eastern Kentucky State College
now ready for use. The combina- well not live it dead, so I am not abstaining. I will continue to drink
tions to the boxes are now being milk until I die (of heart trouble no doubt).
I would like to thank the American Medical Association for
Published weekly throughout the school year, except for examina- given out by the residence hall
tion period* and holidays, by the authority of the Board of Student directors. One of the residence restoring the faith of all children to their mothers. All mothers,
halls
had
to
be
last
In
the
Instalwith
the exception of those who advocate Coke, have told their
Publications, at Eastern Kentucky State College, and under the general management of Don Feltner. Director, Division of Publicity and lation of the boxes, and this was children to drink milk for it will make them healthy. Then some oddthe fate of Burnam Hall. The box- ball comes along ar.cj teHs the nation that milk In not good. Not only
Publications.
es are now ready for use with the la he misinforming- the public, but at the same time destroying the
Entered as Second Class matter at the Post Office In Richmond, distributions of combinations.
relationship between mother and child I can see the young child
Kentucky.
As to the present situation of telling Ids mother. "What has shaken me is not that you lied to
mail distribution, the young lady me but that I no longer believe you now!"
who is in charge of picking up the
MARIAN BAZZY
mail has gone home only once
Editor-in-Chief
this year, the time in question.
Only authorized persons are perRONNIE WOLFE
JAMES FARRIS
mitted to distribute the mail so
Managing Editor
Associate Editor
this is the reason for having to
stand In line. The situation is on
218 W. IRVINE. STREET,
Its way to being alleviated.
Editorial Staff
Patience is the needed virtue.)
JUST AROUND THE CORNER FROM THE
Mary Ann Nelson
News Editor
COURTHOUSE.
This new 3-piece outfit will carry you
Melva Lee Groot
.,
Organizations Editor
through the school yeai in high styW
Hardware
—
Pee
See
Douf WhIUock
Sports Editor
Experts in Carburetor and Ignition Work.
Natural-shouldered jacket lined with
Londontown print ha* narrow lapels.
Harry Campbell
P. I. O. Council Chairman
Paint — RCA T. V. and
hook vent, lap seams, •cored butAppliances.
tons. Vest reverse* to velvety ImNEWS STAFF: Jerry Crawford Sheila Gilreath. Judy Woods. Ben
Cartlnhour, Sandy Goodlett. Julie Rachford. Eddie Fisk, Berry
ported Cotton HI S-Suede. Post- Grad
Wireman, Bruce Gosney, Pat Grant.Erma Ridge.
Sporting Goods
slacks are trim, tapered. $29.96 in
new colors—at stores that are "with
Household Goods
It"! Post-Grad Slacks alone, $6.96
Staff

EDITORIALLY
SPEAKING
No Response

"WVM DOS CZAP ALWAND&R CALL
NAPOLEON 'SHOPTy'?

Maj. Gen. Walker
Resigns From Army

Dates Shortchange Men
Who gets the short end of the stick when It comes to dates?
The man, of course, says Del Faddis, writing in the DAILY
UNIVERSE, Brigham Young University.
Just consider this ritual he describes:
"Man usually makes a few preparations before going out on a
date.
"One of these is a process in which he cuts away the hair growing out of his face. He then applies a solution to his face. This solution
keeps his face from getting sore if he hasn't already cut it. The
main purpose for using this soluion, however, is the pleasing odor it
has.
"After all preparations have been made and he is dressed in
what is considered the latest style, he drives all the way across town
to pick up his data, wjien it would be much be much easier to nie<«t
her at some convergent midpoint.
"He has to find a parking place and go to the door to get her.
(This way if it's raining they both get wet.I
"He waits while she finishes drawing, he helps her on with her
coat, he helps her with the door, he helps her across the street, and
he helps her into the car. All this he does us though she weren't able to
do it for herself.
"They then drivs back downtown twhat a waste of gas and tire
tread). They -stop at the theater where the fellow stops the car. gets
out, runs a mind to the girl's side to open the door, helps the girl
out of the CUV, fine's a spot for her to wait while he l-uns back to
the car, drives it to a parking place and then runs back to the theatre,
er.
"He then stands In line to buy the tickets when she could have
been doing that while she was waiting. He pays for both of them.
"Once in the theater lobby he buys her some refreshments, leads
her to a seat and helps her off with her coat.
"After the movie he walks back to get the car, and then drives
back to ills date where He gets out and helps her get In the car. It
Is customary that he ask her if she would care for something to eat
and If she says yes, the same courtesies are extended at the restaurant as at the theatre.
"After they have eaten and he has paid the check, he usually
drives her straight home. When they get to the door of her home, he
takes her key and struggles to open the door for her.
"He then turns to her and asks if he may have the privilege of
doing it again sometime."
"Ah yes, it's a man's world."

Views On The News

Spanish Athletics ...

Prof Challenges Students

Shooting The Bull

Get with it, man! You belong

in the versatile

Corduroy
Three-for-all

NOW OPEN!
America's newest,
fastest laundry service
The coin operated
do-it-yourself

WMMH
It's now a reality. You can take your laundry to one spot -1
as many machines as you need - and completely wash and dry
your entire week's washing — in leu than one hour. Yon can
do it on the same trip as shopping — a visit to the hair dresser
— or late at night — while dad sits with the children.
You do your washing in brand new coin operated top-loading
Speed Queens with the fabulous new short cycle. Coin operated
dryers, too, are at your disposal.
Bring your own soap, deterrent and bleach, if you prefer. Yon
can't launder for less — so try it this week — at coin operated
do-it-yourself SPEED WASH for only ...

WASH 20c

DRY 10c

Open Seven Days A Week—24 Hours a Day
271 S. FIRST STREET

RENT A DELUXE TUX!
COMPLETE LINE IN STOCK

BOB FRANCIS APPAREL

Eastern Progress

LANTER MOTOR CO

DIAL

George Dopp, Jr
Bdwin Odor

Business Manager
Asst. Bus. Mgr.

John Baldwin

Circulation Manager
Photography Staff

lr

,

Student Photographers

OLDHAM

And
POWELL
Main Strew t

623-4434

Madison Laundry & Cleaners
COMPLETE LAUNDRY AND CLEANING SERVICE

Sanitone Dry Cleaning

his.

CHRISTMAS TOYLAND
LAY-AWAY NOW.
BEHIND THE COURTHOUSE

WELCOME STUDENTS!
ROYAL TYPEWRITERS—For Sale - Rent - Repair
MECHANICAL DRAWING SETS — SLIDE RULES —
COMPASSES — "P SOUARES

PLO-MASTCR FELT TIP PENS — INDIA INK
INDEXES — GRAPH PAVER — TYPING PAPER
POSTER BOARD

Richmond Office Equipment
SOUTH THIRD STREET
ESTERBROOK PENS — Choose your own point
PAPERMATE PENS — REFILLS
SCRfPTO £ENS — DESK BLOTTERS

'
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Combs Says
State Education
Is Improving

EASTERN PROGRESS—3
Friday, November 10, 1B61
1

"We in Kentucky are in the forefront of a renaissance in education, and we arc going to stay
there."
These were the words of Gov.
Bert Combs in proclaiming this
week American Education Week
in Kentucky. (The week, Nov. 5-11,
has been proclaimed American
Education Week by President Kennedy.
The proclamation urged all citizens and organizations to "acquaint
themselves with the achievements
and problems of their own school,
and to encourage their neighbors
to do likewise, toward the end that
the schools will receive the whole
hearted support and cooperation
they require and deserve."
"There is far greater emphasis on education now, not just in
Kentucky or in this country, but
all over the world," the Governor
said. "The leaders of great and
.small nations have their people
thinking hard about the importance of education,
especially
FEMALE CHORUS LINE ?—These boys helped to add to the entertainment the All-Star Talent Revue presented by the Junior class last
scientific education. Other goverweak. The acts were put together for the benefit of the class treasury. They were termed the most unprofessional amateurs ever to appear
nors tell me their states are putting
on eampus.
■
•■
________
r>ore emphasis on cducaton."
"We are leading the renaissance
-S-." "TOT7Fifl-TCTTiIRMWmilUIMMI-ffW'"" B-PP.fl"ln-t?Tn7n'il^"FT" ■ in education," Combs said, "because Kentucky Is now financially
able—for the first time— to put
first things first. We are building
the future of Kentucky on the
SUNDAY, NOVEMLER 12—
solid bedrock of education, which
Brock
Auditorium is the only foundation that will
Concert -Louisville Orchestra
1:30 p.m. Cnildien
last."
MELVA GROOT — Clubs Editor
3:00 p.m. Adults
Room 202, S.U.B.
5:30 pjn. Student Council
The
Shaker community at
MONDAY, NOVEMBER 13—
Pleasant
Hill,
Ky.,
is
the
20, 7:30 p.m. in room ill Science 5:00 p.m. Wesley Foundation—Cafeteria
Special Sigma Tan PI Meet lilts
largest
in
the United States, with
Building.
6:30
p.m.
Industrial
Arts
Otub—Room
15,
Fitzpatrick
Bldg.
There will be a called meeting
the exception of the group's main
7:00 p.m. MeaaUyh Chorus Rehearsal-Choir Room, Foster Bldg.
of the Sigma Tau Pi, Monday, to
headquarters at New Lebanon,
7:30 p.m. Caducous Club—Room 111. Science Hall
World Affairs Club Panel
discuss plans for a group dinner
N. Y.
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER la—
A
panel
of
foreign
students,
at the Benault Inn and other social
12:40 p.m. D. S. F. and Westminster Fellowship—Little Theater
events of the club. This meeting Meena Bagwe from India, Gisele 6:00 p.m. Mathematics Chib—Cafeteria and Roark 15
Hei dler from Germany, Chung Hae WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER lb—
_"•»*.;
is being held in place of the reg- Bong from Korea, and Alda Can_*■«-ular meeting Wednesday. Mon- essa from Chile, attending Eastern 8:30 a.m. Faculty String: Quartet—Choir Room
day's meeting is important and all presented the program at the 10:10a.m. Assembly—2nd An- Professional Day—Brock Auditorium
Speakers:
Dr.
Ivan
T.
Booker
members should try to be there.
THE
World Affairs Club Nov. 1.
Dr. f. M. Dodson
CHRISTIAN SI II SCE
Meena read from the Interna- 4:00 p.m.Sigma Tau Pi—Little Theater
Rowling SpeakH to Oaduceim
tional Altrusan - on the rising imMuMTiii;
p.m. Cwens- Room. 302, 8. U B.
"Doctors should have an insight portance of Asia and its integral 5:00 p.m.
German Claeses—LitUe Theater
of people and an Interest in them position on the world scene. Glsela 6:00
p.m. Oolle8rla.le Pentaole—Room 201, S. U. B.
as well as a medical knowledge followed with a question and 6:30
7:00 p.m. World Affaire Club-Room 22, Roark Bldg.
concerning various illnesses' , said answer session on
Germany. 8:00 p.m. Concert- -String: Quartet Choir Room, Foster Bldg.
Dr. Eugene Bowling, guest speak- Chung Hae related some of her 10:00 T>.m. Voice of Bastam—WEKY Radio Station
er for the Caduceus Club, in his Impressions upon coming to this
NOVEAIBJDR16—
speech "Interesting Personalities country from Korea and the con- THURSDAY.
12:40 p.m. D. 8. F. and Westminster Fellowship—Little Theater
in the Field of Medicine".
trasting cultures.
5:00 p.m. D.S.F -Cafeteria and Univ 103
Regarding the advancement of
"I felt I was in the middle of a 5:00 |>.m. Clay County CTub—Room A. Ooatea Bldg.
_,
Eastern students in the medical western movie" was a comment 6:00 p.nii Newman Club—Room 202, S. U. B.
field, Dr. Meridlth Cox told the given, as well as statements on the 6:00 p.m. Y.W.C.A.—Little Theater
club member that in the past five '.'frankness of the people", their
p.m. Kappa Iota EMiionr-TRoom 101. Un»v. Bldg.
You can read this world-famous
years the University of Louisville being friendly and helpful" and 6:30
p.m. Photo Club—Room 180, Science Hall
doily newspaper for the next six
Medical and Dental Schools have the people's "many colors of 6:30
Church of CUrisl Group—Room A. Coates Bldg.
6:30
p.m.
months for $5.50, just half the
accepted twenty pre-med students hair".
7:00 p.m. Music Educ. National Council—Choir Room, Foster Bldg.
regular subscription rate.
and seventeen prc-dental students
7:00
p.m.
Young
Republicans
Club-Room
202,
S.
U.
B.
Get top news coverage.
Enjoy
from Eastern.
7:00 p.m. Alpha Alpha Psi of Kappa Pi—Room 111, Cammack Bldg.
Biology Club Sees Movie
special features. Clip for referA Committee was appointed, durThe biology club attended the
ence
work.
ing the business meeting to make Audubon Screen Tour at the UniSend your order today. Enclose
plans for a Christmas party. The versity of Kentucky last WJednescheck or money order. Use coun*-tiMMMnr. *Ui •*• -Jtovamber 4ay. The group heard Eben Mcpon below.
Millan narrate his film on "Local
HAVf
HAD
Flora and Fauna of Central CalifTh« Chriition Sei«nc_ Monitor
p.CM
ornia". This was the second of &
One Norway St., Button 15, MOM.
series of five seasonal films which
Send your newspaper for trie time
will be shown in the next few
LATELY?
checked.
months.
(.] t, month* $5.50 n I y«r $1!

Casing, The Clubs

4.98
MAJESTIC'S
exclusive easy-care fabric
. . . washable and creaseresistant . . . little or no
ironing required. White,
peacock, whipcream, grey,
blue, red, beige, navy,
black, agua.

Smart Shop
College - Career
N. 2nd St.

Richmond,

DIXIE DRY CLEANERS
CLEANING AND PRESSING AT ITS FINEST!
Altering
Suede Cleaning
Pants Pegging
Repairing
Waterproofing
Sizing
We have no agent working. Instead we give all
students a special discount.

Phone 623-1368

Free Delivery
—■

CAMPUS CALENDAR

m

Subscribe Now
at Hall Price*

vf you.

The look.you believe in
casual, relaxed, and comfortable. Slim pants
dyed-to-match Jean Castle's fine knit sweaters.
Color keynotes this just-arrived collection . . .
take your pick of magenta, kelly, blue, orange,
mink, red, blsck.

A

PIZ

DSF Attends State Retreat
Nine members of the D.S.F. attended the annual fall D.S.F. Two
State Retreat last Saturday. The
Kentucky Dectples Student Fellowships decided to split with Tennessee and form their own state
organization.
Of the groups attending U of L, U
of K, Berea, and Eastern—Eastern had the largest representation.
The members attending were:
Chris Montgomery, Sandy Goodlett, Nancy Gatton, David Adams,
Charlene McCormick, Larry Jackman, Larry Cole, Karen Flynn,
and Sue Marcum. Larry Cole was
elected recording secretary for
the state.
Dr. Charles Deitze, who spoke
tp the D.S.F. on "Church Vocations" last week will return Sunday to speak on "Opportunities In
Church Related Vocations".
In 1840. Louisville became the
first city in the American West to
acquire gas lights.

IF

YOU

LIKE

PIZZA
You'll Love Luigi's PIZZA128 E. MAIN

Slim Pant sizes 10-18 and 5-15. Sweater sizes
34-40.

n College Student O Foculty Memtwr

Nam?

ELDER'S

7

Address
CityZone
Stote
•This •;>■.!. oflf* avjil-bte ONLY to rollrge
Iludc.IV l_olt, ii <i*fr\ *W coilfye libraries.

Where your Parents and Grandparents traded
when they were at Eastern.

SURD'S
DRUG STORE
Welcome ESC Students
[Fountain • Luncheonette
Prescriptions
FREE DELIVERY
7 A.M. to 8 P.M.
DIAL 623-4244

Tareyton
\ delivers
the flavor...

Pit Weaver, National College O_«ert

What does this lovely College Queen
want in her diamond ring?
Miss Pat Weaver, America's National College Queen, revealed her feminine taste as well as her practical sense when
asked about diamond rings. She selected as her favorite ihe
lovely Artcarved Evening Star —one of Artcarved's awardwinning designs. Why did she choose it? Because of ils
breathtaking beauty and guaranteed quality. You see, every
Artcarved ring is guaranteed ui writing for all the years to
come by America's most respected ring maker. You buy
it with confidence — wear it with pride.
Visit your local Artcarved jeweler and see why Artcarved
diamond rings have been the choice of mil I inn- for inore
than a century. Perhaps you can start hinting for yours now I
NATIONALLY ADVERTISKD IN
AMERICA'S LEADING MAGAZINES

v

^Artcstrved
DIAMOND AN DWEDDING RINGS

J. R. Wood _ Sons, Ine; Dapt. CP-31
JIB E. 46th St, Now Yqrk.17, N. V.
Pk»v send me more facts About diamond ring* and
"Wedding Guide' for Bride and Croom." Also name
of nearest (or hometown! Artcarved jeweler. I am
enclosing 1CW lo cover handling .and postage.

.County or Zone.

.wel

"Tareyton's Dual Filter in duas partes divisa est!"

.

PENNEY'S FAMOUS PENLON
NYLON SWEATER CLASSICS
One of the proudest names In our long line of great value brands.
Thgae full fashioned wonders mecWne wash at medium set. 15 colors
Including; TJI" parrot, royal, peacock, emimmon. Sizes SZ to 42.

says turf king Virgilius (Big Wheel) Plutarch. "Try the
Appian Way to fine tobacco taste-Dual Filter Tareytons,"
says Big Wheel. "From the Alps to the Aqueduct, we smoke
them Bummo cum gaudio. Try Tareyton, one filter cigarette
that really delivers de gustibus!"

vvHrce
louramTR

IPOK

DUAL FILTER

Tanyton

I

*
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S-P-O-R-T-S
with DOUG WHITLOCK
Progress Sports Editor

EASTERN POSSESSES OVC LEADERS
Even though the Maroons are in fourth place in
the conference standings several players on the
squad and the team as a whole are leading jn some
statistical departments. Sophomore Jimmy Chlttum,
lightning fast halfback, is leading the conference
in scoring with seven touchdowns for 42 points but
Ls followed closely by Howard Murphy of Morehead and Phil Onmnwr of Middle Tennessee with
36 apiece. Freshman end Gene Stuber is the loop
leader In the punting field averaging 38.3 yards on
33 kicks and is being pushed by Dave Couch of
East Tennessee who is averaging 37.6 yards a kick
on 28 attempts. Bill Goedde, another sophomore
halfback, is the leader is kickoff returns, having
carted 10 kickoffa 182 yards. And still another
sophomore halfback, Richie Emmons, is setting the
pace on pass interceptions, having snagged 4 for
87 yards.

The squad leads in two team statistical races,
patu interceptions and yards penalized. The
Maroons have intercepted nine opponent aerials to
lead in this department, but are closely pressed by
Murray and Middle Tennessee with eight apiece.
The Maroons are far ahead, or- should we say behind, in yards ]>enalized. Eastern liars been penalized
only 139 yards, while the next lowest figure in the
conference rs the 210 mark possessed by East Tennessee.
TICKETS TO MOREHEAD GAME ON SALE
Students and faculty members who plan U> attend the Eastern vs. Morehead tilt tomorrow can
purchase ticl.ets in Room 202 of the Weaver Health
Building. Tire price of the ducats is $1.03.
SYMPIIATH1ZE WITH UNIVERSITY OF
KENTUCKY
We would like to take this opportunity to
symphathize with the University of Kentucky Wildcats upon the loss of their star quarterback. Jerry
Woolum, for the remainder of the season. Woolum
suffered a broken fibula In the second quarter of
tho Wildcats 20-0 victory over Florida Saturday.
W->olum is a Richmond boy and played football In
high school for Madison-Model at the time when
the schools were joined.
BKINEUAR SHINES
Elvin Brlnegar, Maroon second-string quarterback, showed what an exceptionally good signal
caller he is when he led the Maroons to their only
score ag.jnst Tennessee Tech. Three passes from
Elvira to Jimmy Chittum were good for 81 yards
and the score. One previous attempt was dropped
by Chlttum after Brinegar had heaved the oval 60
yards through the ah- and hit Chittum, on a dead
dun, on the Tech five yard line.

WELCOME BACK PARDNER—Ray Gardner, left, and Larry Parks, who will Co-captain the 1961-62
Maroons, are the only lettennen on Coach Paul McBrayer's 16th cage squad.

Young Maroons Appear Balanced,
Poised As They Prep For Season

NEW FACES—on the Maroons' 11-man squad are shown with
Coach McBiaycr. Tiiey are: Herman Smith, kneeling, 6-2 guard from
Maysville. Standing, from left: Kay Morris, 6-4 Guard from Monticello; Jim DcFoiest, 6-4 Forward from Albany; and Roy Fannin,
6-2 guard from Isonvillc.

"Thanks, Mr. Frobish-but I still think
I'd rather have CHESTERFIELDS! » i

l

IGARKTTES
MOTE!

21 GREAT TOBACCOS MAKE 20 WONDERFUL SMOKES!

mm
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Eastern, Morehead
Collide Tomorrow In
"Old Hawg Rifle" Tilt

Doug's Sports Beat
ONCK IN I.UTKN VHAKS 18 KVOM.Ii:
When the Maroons play the Eagles of Morelivad
State College in Morehead tomorrow the Big "E"
eleven wiM be striving to bring home the "Old
Hawg Rifle." When the Eagles beat the Maroons
21-9 here ltat year It marked the first time the
"Hawg Rifle" had been taken to Morehead since
1949. This corner believes that once in eleven years
Is enough and that the Maroons should bring the
relic home where it belongs.
The series dates to 1924, but the "Hawg Rifle"
has been played for since only 1936. In the 24
Ernes that have been played over the gun Eastern
Ids a 15-7-2 edge, so that the rightful home of
the "Hawg Rifle" is Eastern. In the overall records the Maroons lead 21-8-3, and with Coach
Glenn Prcsncll at the helm 6-1-0.

"*•» »■'»■*» ■*

NOTICE!
Eastern Basketball Program
going to press Monday, Nov. 17.
Any business not contacted for
ad," please call Pleas Park, Dial
623-4236.

AGED MILD. BLENDED MILD- NOT FILTERED MILD-THEY SATISFY

OVC Capsule
This Week's Schedule
Eastern at Morehead
E. Tennessee at Midd. Tennessee
Murray at Western
Tennessee Tech at Ft. Campbell
Last Week's Result's
Tenn. Tech 14, Eastern 8
( Mid. Tenn. 27. Murray 18
Western 7. Morehead 0
E. Tennessee 21, Austin Pcay 14
Conference All Games
WI.T IVI...WLT. Pit.
T. Tech 5 0 0 1.000 5 3 0 .625
4 0 0 1.000 6 2 0 .750
Mid. T.
.12 0 .600 5 3 0 .623
W. Ky.
2 3 0 .400 3 4 0 .429
! E. Ky.
2 3 0 .400 3 5 0 .375
Murray
B. Tenn. 1 4 0 .200 2 6 0 .250
0 5 0 .000 15 1 .215
M'hcad
Ties count ■ a game won, Vi
' game lost.

WEST MAIN AT CITY LIMITS Ph. 623-1707

Winter driving weather
is
ahead, warns the Kentucky Department of Public Safety. Now
is a good trme to check .wind|shield wipers to make sine that
they will be able to stand up
under the rough treatment that
icy days mean for them. Worn
blades and insufficient pressure
wHl not keep the windshield clear
at this
time of year when
visibility is often poor.

If Coach Paul McBrayer is
smiling a little more tharj a basketball coach with just two lettermen back should, he has a good
reason.
That reason—balance. At least
in early scrimmages, it appears
that way, even though the 1961-82
Maroons will be the smallest and
most inexperienced team in McBrayer's sixteen years at the
Eastern helm.
The well known Maioon mentor
pointed to shot charts of a recent scrimmage. "This Is what
I'm happy about," he said, his
finger scanning down the assist
column on the white team's chart.
"In a regulation 40-minute scrimmage, the white team (first team)
had 21 assists, and four had four
each, while the fifth had five
assists. "Look at this." he said,
"the white team lost possession of
the ball only nine times." "And
look at the distribution of the scoring, and the shooting percentage
from the field," he exclaimed.
In that particular scrimmage,
the white team had hit better than
66 per cent of their field goals,
scored well over 100 points, and all
five players had more than 20
points. "Somebody forgot to tell
these kids that they are not supposed to do this good a job until
they all get to he experienced
seniors." he mused.
Actually, "The Big Irishman" Is
not this happy when he gets down
to "brass tacks" of the business.
"We are not fooling ourselves because we haven't began to work on
defense," he said, "and we know
that we are asking miracles to
happen in some areas."
The key to the Maroons' success
may He in a thin, untested junior.
He is Rupert Stephens, a lanky 6-1,
160 pound guard who was redshirted last year. McBrayer plans
to use Stephens to set up the Maroons' offense and be the key middle man on the fast break attack.
"This In asking a tremendous lot
of Rupert." McBrayer said, "but
he has given every indication that
he will accept this responsibility."
Stephens, in his scnoolboy days
at Russell Springs High School,
was overshadowed by high scoring Ralph Richardson, who, until
this year, was on the Eastern
squad, before he left.
McBrayer has appointed his two
veteran seniors, Lary Parks and
Ray Gardner, co-captanis for the
season, something he hasn't done
in several years. Parks, a 6-2
jumping-jack from Arlington, Indiana, holds the all-time Eastern
record for field goal accuracy, hitting 50.2 per cent of his fielders
last season. He will go as a guard,
along with Stephens.
Gardner, who was listed as 6-5
all last season, but now strikes the
tape at 8-3— and McBrayer will
swear to It—is the most experienced player back, technically. He
saw exactly 1:22 more action last
year than did Parks, and played
in one more game, seeing action
in all 24 contests, while Parks was
sidelined in one due to an eye
cut suffered In pre-game warmups against Marshall.
Parks and Gardner are top candidates for national honors.
Running at the other rofward,
along with Gardner, will be 6-5
(Continued on Page Five)

Have Your Christmas Portrait
"TAYLOR - MADE"
In Natural Color during November

Jimmy Taylor Photographer
(McGaughey Studio)
South Third Street

All The World Loves A "Fat Boy" s.
Dining Room-Curb Service -Phone Ahead Carry-Out

Phone 623-2606

JIMMY'S RESTAURANT
Home Cooked Food At
Reasonable# Prices
Main St. across from Courthouse

Two football teems that should be accustomed to losing the close
ones by now, meet head-on tomorrow afternoon at Morehead in
the Ohio Valley Conference finale for both teams.
Eastern Kentucky's luckless Ma- _^____^^_^^_^_^_____
roons and Morehead's Eagles,
whose combined eight conference cinnati, was cited for keeping the
losses have.been by a total of just Maroons out of the hole with his
38 points, collide In the 23rd re- booming kicks. The 6-1, 190 pound
newal of the battle for the "Old youngster averaged 40 yards on
Hawg Rifle." Until last year's 21-9 9 punts, and two of those were for
loss to Morehead, the Maroons short yardage, after bounding into
held possession for ten years.
the end rone. His beat punt was
Eastern stands 2-3 in conference for 52 yards.
play and 3-4 overall. Their three
He is averaging 88.3 yards on
loop losses have been by just 14 23 punts for the season, after takpoints, or less than B points per ing over for the injured Gene
game. The Eagles are winless in
five conference outings and stand Blackwelder In the third game.
l-5-i overall. Their OVC setbacks Stuber is the conference's leading
have been by a total of only 24 punter, with an average of 38.3
points, also less than S points per yards on 23 punts.
contest.
Presncn waa nigh in his praise
A win for the Maroons would of junior quarterback, Elvin Brinemean a possible third place finish, gar, who sparked the Maroons'
a shot at equaling their best sea- touchdown drive in the waning moson record since the 1955 campaign, ments of the game. He also cited
and possession of the "Hawg junior halfback Carl Howard, for
Rifle," which has been symbolic a sterling defensive performance,
of the Eastern-Morehead rivalry as well as tackles David Hatfield
since 1936. Eastern's third place and Jim Kellar, ends Harvey
finish hinges on the Western-Mur- Yeary, Wendell Wheeler and Richray game at Bowling Green Satur- ard Carr, and guard Dave Grim.
day, and a win over Morehead.
Wheeler and Carr are both freshThe Eagles will try to salvage men from Ashland, and Grim is a
a disastrous conference season. freshman from South Heights, Pa.
The "surprise" team last year,
Chlttum, the sophomore speedsfinishing fourth In the league with ter from Lexington, Virginia, set
a 2-4, mark, and 5-4 overall, More- a new Eastern record against Tech
head has been a hard luck, but hi running his touchdown total for
impressive outfit this season.
the year to seven. The okl recIn Howard Murphy, the Eagles ord was six, held by three players.
boast one of the loop's outstand. Jack Bond, 1901, Bin Bradford,
ing hacks. Eastern's defense, like 19.13, and John Sebeat, 1*67. He
other Morehead opponents, will be leads the conference In scoring with
geared to stop the lightning-fast 42 points.
halfback.
A host of Maroons came dut of
Presnell Praises Play
the Tech fracas with bumps and
Coach Presnell praised the play bruises, including Howard, Chitof his gridders in last Saturday's tum, Donald MacDonald, senior
14-8 loss to league-leading Tennes- guard, end Ed Spcnik and fullsee Tech. "Tech has a much bet- back Tom Stapleton, who Was reter -club than they were supposed covering from an earlier injury.
to have," he mused. "In fact, they All are expected to be ready for
are better than their championship action Saturday.
club last year. We felt that our
Chittum continues to pace the
kids did a splendid job In con- Eastern
rushing statistics with 292
taining their powerful running at- net
yards on 46 carries and a 6.3
tack, especially the second half." average per carry. Halfback. Bill
The Tennesseans scored two Goedde is second with 186 yards
first period touchdowns, the first and a 4.9 average and fullback
on a startling 95 yard return of Tom Stapleton follows with 184
the opening kickoff. Eastern's yards and a 4.8 average.
score came at the final gun on
Lanham nas completed 47 of 93
an Elvin Brinegar to Jimmy Chit- passes
for 586 yards and five
tum pass. Tony Lanham hit Har- touchdowns
three two point
vey Yeary for a two-point conver- conversions. and
has comsion after time had officially run pleted 3 of 9 Brinegar
pasaes for 81 yards
out.
and one touchdown.
' "After the first 15 seconds, we
~r- '
won by 8-7," Presnell recalled.
"But those 15 seconds must be
The first building erected in
Kentucky by members of the »•"•
counted, too," he said.
For the second consecutive week, llgious sect known as Shakers,
Presnell and his aides were pleas- was completed In 1806, and is the
ed with the Maroons' pasa de- only building in the Shaker comfense that limited Tech to just 2 munity at Pleasant Hill that has
completions In 12 passes, and in- only one entrance door. Since the
tercepted two aerials. In the last Shakers never allowed men and
two weeks, only 5 of 25 passes women to enter a structure
have been completed against the through
the same door.. It is
Maroons, after the opponents had presumed that women .were not
completed 68 per cent during the allowed inside this building, which
was used as the office of the
first five contests.
Freshman Gene Stuber, of Cin- Farm Deacon.

STATE BANK AND
TRUST CO.
Richmond, Kentucky

"Figure On Banking With Us"
2 Convenient Locations — Main St and Big HiU Ave.
MEMBER FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM
MEMBER FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORP.

mm
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Eastern Frosh Card Sixteen
Game Basketball Schedule

Coach Jim Baechtold has announced a sixteen game schedule
for his Eastern Kentucky State
College freshman basketball squad
Nine home games have been
carded, while seven are road encounters. All home games will
begin at 5:45 p.m., preceding the
varsity contest, with the exception
of a January 27 clash with the
Winchester A.A.U. team, which
will begin at 2 o'clock. That evening, Coach Paul MeBrayer's Maroons and the Western Hilltoppers
tangle at Weaver Gym.
Baechtoid's ten-man squad includes six native Kentuckians and
4 Ohioans. Outstanding prospects
arc «-5 Dennis Bradley, guard

The bridge over the Ohio River
between Jeffersonvllle, Ind., and
Louisville is named In memory of
the founder of the West, Gen.
George Rodger s Clark..

WAYMANS
Dep't. Stores
Richmond — Berea

"THE BARGAIN CfTY"

STORES

MADISON

Young Maroons
(Continued from Page Four)

Friday, November 10, I Ml

Women's
Sports

| YEAR IN ELEVE
SENOUGH

l he really Is 6-S) Jim Werk. Junior
from Camden, Ohio, who saw actfrom Lexington Lafayette High ion in six games last season. McSchool, Julius Fey, 6-6 center from Brayer feels that Werk's presence
By SHEILA GILREATH
Cincinnati Western Hills, Warren In the lineup will strengthen the
Hull, 6-6 forward from Dayton, rebounding
The Cold rain of last weekend
this
year.
He
takes
the
Ohio, Stebbins, Larry Lucas (no place of All-America Carl Cole, put « damper on a University of
relation to Jerry!, 6-3 guard from now
Kentucky and Eastern hockey
with the Phillips Oilers.
Covington Holmes, Wayne Morris.
game. The game, which was
At
center
will
be
6-7
Ron
Plckett,
6-1 guard from Mercer County,
scheduled for last Friday at the
Frankfort,
a
greatly
Improved
Junand Dwight Singleton. 6-1 guard
University in Lexington, was postfrom Waynesburg Memorial (Eu- ior who reportedly haB "come to poned to this afternoon at 4 30.
bank). Others are Robert Vick- play." McBrayer likes his atti- - The University girls were tied
ers. 6-3 forward from Richmond tude and desire and has been ex- by Berea Tuesday afternoon. Slnco
Madison-Model. Neville Penning- tremely high on this youngster In the Maroonettes beat Berea 3-1, it
ton. 6-1 giard from Cincinnati Cen- early scrimmages. "Pickett has is hoped that for the first time in
tral. Clayton Gabbard, 6-5 forward been impressive in his rebounding five years, the girls of Eastern's
from Berea and Jerry Jenkins, 6-2 and in his feeding passes to guards team will come through to beat
guard from New Boston, Ohio, and forwards breaking by," says U.K.
the Eastern coach. McBrayer feels
Glenwood.
Intercollegiate Activities
The Baby Mat cons finished 7-9 that Pickett may be the finest cenOne of, the growing posts that
ler
prospect
ever
to
play
for
him.
last season.
W.R.A. has is its intercollegiate
The sixth man presently is 6-5 activities. This past Sunday found
The schedule:
Dec. 9 Cumberland Frosh
H Russell Mueller. Erlanger, who will Lees Junior College girls on our
Dec. 14 Univ. of Louisville Frosh H see action at both the forward and campus for two volley ball matchJan. 4 Southeastern Christian
H center positions. He is a fine com- es.
Jan. 8 Morehead Frosh
H petitor with the size needed under
Although inexperienced players,
Jan. 13 Univ. of Tenn. Frosh
A the boards.
the Lees' girls showed a pure pleaJan. 24 Winchester A.A.U
A
The third senior on the eleven sure for play and lots of spirit.
Jan. 27 Winchester A.A.U
H man squad is little 5-10 Carter The first match went 2-0 to EastFeb 1 Lexington YMCA
H Brandenburg, Richmond, who Mc- ern and the second went the same
Feb. 5 Southeastern Christian A Brayer thinks is fundamentally the way with the same score.
Feb. 7 Urdv. of Tenn. Frosh
H best player on the squad.
These were the first volley ball
Feb. 9 Lindsey Wilson
A
Kay Morris, a 6-4 guard from games played this year by the
Feb. 12 Morehead Frosh
A Montlcello,
students
of Eastern.
the list of gradFeb. 15 Cumberland Frosh
A uates from heads
The word for the day from the
last
year's
freshman
Feb. 21 Univ. of Cincinnati Frosh H
women's sports world is, "Beat
Feb. 24 Univ. of Louisville Frosh A team. Others who will be called U.K. Maroonettes!"
upon
include
6-2
Herman
Smith,
Mar. 3 Lexington YMCA
H Maysville, Roy Fonnin, 6-2 from
Two first quarter touchdowns, was all Eastern. The Maroons
ROSTER
IsonviUe, and Jim DeForest, 6-4
including a 95-yard kickoff re- pushed the league leader all over
Dennis Bradley. G 6-5 Lexington from
Albany.
turn, enabled the Tennessee Tech the football field in the third and
Julius Fay
C 8-6
Cincinnati
Golden Eagles to defeat the East- fourth quarters and had two scorWhat Is the chief strength of the
Claytbn Gabbard
F 6-5
Berea
ern Maroons 14-8 Saturday. This ing threats stopped by an interWarren Hull F-C 6-8 Dayton, O. 1961-62 Maroons? McBrayer says
was the Eagles' 21st straight Ohiojception and a fumble. It was not
Jerry Jenkins G 6-2 New Boston. O. that bis strength will be In his reuntil only three seconds remained
Valley Conference win.
Larry Lucas G-F 6-3 Covington bounding, thinking that with Werk
The win gave Tennessee Tech that Eastern was able to score
Wayne Morris G 6-1
Bondville and Pickett In the lineup, along
a 5-3 season record and a 5-0 its touchdown.
Neville Pennington G 6-1 Cincinnati with vets Oardner and Parks, thai
The drive started on the Tech
slate in the loop. Eastern now
Dwight Singleton G 6-1 Eubank this phase of the game should be
has a 3-4 season worksheet and 19 yard line and three passes
Robert Vickers F 6-3 Richmond stronger than last year. He also
feels that his defense, best In the
a 2-3 conference record.
from Elvin Brinegar to Jimmy
conference last year, may be
The Eagles weren't slow in scor- Chittum accounted for all the
strong.
ing on their home field in Cooke- yardage. On the first play from
His weakness? Well, he can say
Vllle. as Jim Shaeffer took Dave scrimmage Brinegar threw a pass
a lot here, but he summed it nil
Hatfield's opening kickoff on the to -Chittum that covered 31 yards
up in these words. "Our weakness
live yard line and behind beauti- to the 50 with only 31 seconds
is inexperience, of course, and lack
ful blocking streaked 95 yards left to play. Another pass from
Drive In Theatre
of that breakaway speed."
i
Into the end zone. The conversion Brinegar to Chittum was off the
by Dale Long was good and with mark and only 16 seconds reFollowing Parks and Gardner,
4 MI. SO. ON U. 8. tS
only 15 seconds off the clock Ten- mained. Then they connected on
the veterans, In playing time last
nessee Tech led the Maroons •7-0. a 23 yard pass down to the 27
season is Werk, with 41:29 of actline and the ball was snapped
OPEN SAT. & SUN.
Ion. Compare this with Gardner's
On their first offensive the Ma- yard
the last play with three seconds
roons couldn't get the ball going on
682:31 and Parks' 681:09, and you
to
play
Brinegar again hit
IN-CAR HEATERS!
and were forced to kick from Chittum. and
quickly understand why this is
this time for the score.
[their own 40 yard lino. From Tony
MeBrayer's most inexperienced
Lanham came in for the
there freshman punting sensatiort conversion
team.
and threw to Harvey
Gene
Stuber
boomed
out
one
of
Will
McBrayer.
a
strict
believer
—SATURDAYin the end zone to make
seven 40 yard plus kicks that he Yeary
In the fast break, follow through
the
final
score
14-8.
made in the game. Tech had run
DOUBLE FEATURE!
with his earlier prediction of slowFinal statistics:
but
two
plays
when
Don
Macing the play down and playing more
Donald mode one of his two interEastern Tech
JEFF CHANDLER
Of a hall control style? He now says
captions of Tech passes, but the First downs
10
7
that
he will not, but will continue
"PIHersOfTheSky"
Maroons,
still
dazed
by
the
open206
Net yards rushing
47
to play the same fast break style
IN COLOR!
ing
blast,
were
unable
to
move
the
Passes
attempted
22
12
that has made his Maroons famAlso "First Marine"
CARL HOWARD
ball. Standing on his own 35 Passes completed
2
7
ous.
yard line Stuber kicked the ball Passes had intercepted 1
2
No one picks the Maroons to finCarl
Howard
was selected 65 yards into the end zone and Yards passing
81
25
ish higher than fourth in the tough Player of the Week for his fine Tech took over first and 10 on Total offense
128
231
— SUNDAY! —
Ohio Valley Conference ... that is, defensive effort in the Eastern their own 20.
Times punted
9
5
no one except the Maroons and pos- loss to Tennessee Tech Saturday. Jin11 icss Scores
Punting
average
40.4
38.3
DOUBLE FEATURE!
sibily a big red-faced Irishman, Howard was his usual deadly soli
57
Total yards penalized... .30
who won't make it public how he with Ffh taeMntg- for his derenstvr -J»*-t«* Tech nine plays-to march Number fumbles lost . 1
2
WHERE ONLY TREES
tne 80 yards into the end zone as
thinks
his
team
will
fare.
linebacker
slot.
GIVE COVER . . .
Carl Is not "wasted" on offense, Joe Mac Jaquess scored the touch"Nature's Paradise"
hut is used almost entirely on down on a one yard plunge.. The
Three times as many traffic defense and Is one of the snort drive was highlighted by the runIn Cinema and Color!
deaths occur in rural areas, where feared linebackers In the Ohio ning of Jaquess and Ken Fults.
Filmed in Nudist Colony
there is more room for drivers to Valley Conference.
the leading ground gainer in the
CO-HIT —
get up speed.
He hails from Alva. Kentucky OVC. Tech kept the threat alive
on
a third down pass from quar"Cover Girl Cover"
and attended Black Star High
Jim Ragland to end Terry
School where he was coached by terback
Evans which covered 13 yards
Bill Terrell. While In high school down
to the 15 yard line. From
Carl lettered four years in foot- there Jaquess
carried to the four,
ball and two in baseball.
to
the
and then for the touchHe is the son of Mr. and Mrs. down. one
Long again converted and
Stoney Howard of Alva, and is a
physical education major here. He the Tennesseans led 14-0.
This lead held through the rest
plans to coach upon his graduaof the first quarter and in the
tion.
second period neither team threatMI
ened seriously until midway of
the stanza when Dale Long attempted a 37 yard field goal that
fell short of the mark, and Tech
still led 14-0 at halftime.
As much as the first half of
play was all Tennessee the second

r

BRING IHfm
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Tennessee Tech Wins
Over Scrappy Maroons

Player Of
The Week

RICHMOND

" BINS "

"cSjNY*

.CROSBY-'KAY^.
* ROSEMARY
VERA-+
:LOQNEY»ELLEN
STARTS SUNDAY!

AUDREY
HEPBURN
__<jlittef s m

BREAKFAST
"WIFFANYS
Jmm.
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•«sr ItaHocoijoR

Dining Room
SPECIAL!

Charvai
Bath Powder
2.50 Value

PRTDAY 4 SATURDAY

Only 1.00

•A Home Fried

LADIE5" or MEN'S

CHICKEN

17 Jewel Wrist

Cream Gravy

Reg. 39.95 Retail

Watches

with choice of 2

Now 19.95

vegetables 4 hot rolls

AVAILABLE AT

GLYNDON
BARBER SHOP
'•FLAT -TOPS
Our SPECIALTY"
Underneath
GYLNDON HOTEL

69c
STUDENTS WELCOME!

DRUG STORE
2nd & Main Streets

See Us For Your Automotive Needs!
A two piece wtol knit

Across Street from Boy's Dorms, on Lancaster Ave.

pinto collared pullover that if

FOR SERVICE CALLS

Landed with a contrast stripe

Phone 623-4828

Riviera Blue/Black,
Camelot/BIack.
Sizes 6 to 16,5 to 15. $00.00

STARTS HERE!
\ TIRCO 0*
[^MILKSHAKE

UttHlNU
KlUKB

m.

YOUR
CAR
"Wears Out" ALINEMENT
9 Times FASTER than a Mutflerl

Charcoal/Black, Brown/Black,

Cordial Green/Desert Pine.

- STEERING

College Service Station

with a slim skirt, sporting a

at yoke and hipline.

Say it with flowers from

KELLY'S FLORIST
E. Main St.

Call 623-4998

The Gene Shop
WELCOMES YOU TO COME IN AND BROWSE.
See Our Fall and Holiday Fashions.
Use Our Convenient Layaway Plan.
North 2nd Street

Next Door to Sweet Shop

The Gene Shop
QUALITY CLEANING
FOR PEOPLE WHO CARE ABOUT THE
CLOTHES THEY WEAR!
AN EXTRA STEP FOR BETTER CLEANING!

College Dry Cleaners
109 N. 3rd

Free Pickup and Delivery

Ph. 623-5271

CITY TAXI
Veterans Cab

Kentucky Cab

623-1400
24 H.Ir. Service

CANFIELD MOTORS
PHONE 623-4010
There's "SOMETHING EXTRA" About
Owning an OLDS!

i^t»«M»a-.i|ipaakliaaeiaMiMai«

The JOLLY ROGER Presents

GLYNDON

dashing new
knit fashion

EASTERN PROGRESS—S

RADIO AND T.V. SERVICE

Kvery bump you hit knockt-out wheel
•Sfoement a little more! That'a why alme■eent "wear* out" 3 tiroee (eater than
nofflen. Prevent coSUy wear, don t
gamble with uneafo eteenng . . . have
Steel- accurately checked every 6.000
SBtlee by the shop with

fs
■ ft V I c5«o«'
■
I ol the "Hoppv
■•<K*

CAR RADIOS — RECORD PLAYERS —
TRANSISTOR SALES AND SERVICE
OUR EXPERT

CLICK'S
Radio and T.V. Service
West Irvine Street (Behind Post Office)
PHONE

isel Safety Chek
= 0UBI.E ON THE DOUBLE

Randall & Logsdon
220 W. Irvine St.,

Monday - Thursday
Jam Session
6:00 — 9:30
KENNY PRICE
on his
V
Steinway Grand
and his
Wurlitzer side Man
He's Terrific!
Jazz—Rock 'n Roll
and the Blues.
Special prices to suit!
12 miles North of
Richmond
Phone Lexington 65327
for reservations.

4—EASTERN PROGRESS
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Sound
Off

Cadet Of Week New Brigade
Class Begins
By P.I.O. Council
This week a new program has
been initialed by the cadet c oi p.
It might well be called "a training
course" for the instructors. Each
Monday night the advanced corp
or cadre of the corp meets to go
through what will bo taught Friday. This past week the juniors
and seniors met for the first instruction period. Cadet Capt. DalI las Vanhoose and the cadre of "F"
Company were in charge of the
instruction Each week a different
company will take charge of the
instruction. The material for the
coming Friday is covered, demonstiated, and put into practical exercises.
Prior to the instruction. Captain
Smith talked to the group about
improvements that have been made
John C. Parrish, the First Ser- in the cadet corp. Cadets that went
geant for "F" Company has been to the previous summer camp
;
selected to represent the Cadet made a belter standing than any
Brigade as "Cadet of the Week". ■ Eastern cadets befoie Ihem. CaI dets from Eastern finished above
Since the first of the semester ' 90 per cent of the other schools.
EXCELLENT APPEARANCE—Cadet Captain Don L Hensley inspects junior First Sergeant Ix>nnie
John has performed his duties in I Captain Smith went on to state
Joe Engle during last Friday's Corp period. Inspection of this type Is very beneficial In letting the cadets
a very proficient manner and has l the aims ol the cadet corp. He said.
know the proper ananner In which to dress and to appear.
obtained the respect and co-opera- "We want the cadet coip next year
tion of all the cadets who know 1 to be the best in the nation." This
him. He has an important job being is certainly a challenge, but if the
the First Sergeant because he 1 present rate of improvement eonmuni obtain reports of absentees \ tinues. it is within our reach. Cap(Continued from Page One)
from all squad leaders. He is the | tain Smith summarised his talk
By:
JIM
I
AKIIIS
man who must have the company I by asking the cadets if they were
He further stated, "The Interest
in the proper place at the right ready to assume the command of a
The Association of the U.S Army is a non profit, educational of our country, and the interest of
time. To do this, he must have i platoon tomorrow if necessary? organization organised untie*'■ tiit> l«/wa of the District of Columbia. our consumer Is Important to the
the proper knowledge and know | Did they know their job well As stated by its governing' body, it "shall be an organization wherein interest of research." This was
how to use It.
, enough to lead others?
ail who are in accoi\l with its objectives may join in the exchange his direct reply to those people
John is from Frankfort, Ky. He
Captain Espie told the cadets of ideas and information on military matters, and in fostering, sup- who think there should be a deemattended Franklin County High j the necessity of having such an in- porting and advocating the legitimate and proper role of the Army phasis on research now that the
School, graduating In 1959. A jun- struction period. It would seem that of the United Stales and of all its element*, branches, and com- surpluses have risen so high.
He concluded by stating, " I see
ior at Eastern, he is majoring in some of the juniois and seniors ponents in providing for and assuring the Nation's military security.
history and English. His extracur- haven't applied themselves to The association is devoted entirely to the premise that a strong for Kentucky In years ahead real
benefits ... to come from the
ricular activities include: AUSA, .studying their lesson. Cadets who Army is vitally essential to our National Detente.
achievements made by Eastern
Canterbury Club, PIO Council and teach must realize that they are
AUSA was formed in 1950 by merging the U.S. Infantry As- Kentucky
State College."
NCO Council. His hobbies are examples. The freshmen cadets sociation 11892) and the U. S. Field Artillery Association (1907).
After St. Clair's address, the
hunting, firearms and reading. learn what they arc taught. If Later, the U.S. Antiaircraft Association joined the combined group to
After graduation. John plans on a the instructors are wrong, the provide a group that could work effective.y outside of government crowd was served refreshments,
and given a demonstration of the
career in the Army. He stands in freshmen learn incorrectly. Each channels on benulf of a strong, modern, mobile Army.
parlor in operation. The
the top ten per cent of his ROTC instructor should strive to know
In 1956 the Association wa. reorganized and new by laws were milking
class and makes high grades in his lesson ;\nd make no mistakes! drawn up, calling for a greater expansion of its activities and the demonstration was staged by Eastern
agriculture
students, under the
his other college courses.
undertaking of maniy new ventures.
of Jack Taylor.
Parents are becoming an inOne of the salient features of the reorganization was the removal direction
The Cadet Brigade Staff is very
platform guests were: W.
proud of this cadet and his many creasingly important source of of all active duty personnel from the Association's governing body J. Other
Moore, Dean of
Faculty;
accomplishments. John has great voluntary support for higher so that the greatly broadened activities of the Association could be William
'Stacker, Head of Eastern's
potential and we feel he will set education. They are a potent part carried out without bringing active duty personnel in conflict with Agriculture Department; Dr. W. F.
his goals high and then surpass of the public identified as "non- the official policies of the Government.
Gerald Griffin, Couralumni individuals" who, accordSince the reorganization In 1950, the Association has grown to ap- O'Donnell;
them.
ier-Journal; Jack Taylor, Eastern's
ing to the Council for Financial proximately 70,000 members; has organized 123 chapters and 64 farm manager; J. T. Miller, MadAid to Education, give more to KOTC companies; has tnotitulml ar» industrial membership program
County Farm Agent; William
There are 830 sophomores en- higher education than firms oi which has already attracted 73 of the largest coi |X>nattans in the ison
Arbuckle, President of Madison
rolled this fall, compared to 18 per foundations and arc surpassed country. In addition, the editorial and advertising content of AUSA"8 County
Farm Bureau: Ed Waycent fewer, 701, In 1960.
only by alumni.
official publication, ARMY, has increased and the efforts of the As- land, Mayor of Richmond; and
sociation to inform the Congress, the press, and the general public of Jack Horton, Division of Enginthe basic factors required for ; strong Army as part of our National eering from the Kentucky Finance
defense have been trementltuis!v accelerated.
Department.
"Old Joe" Clark, of Rcnfro Valley, spoke preceding the dedicatSDBQ^n OK)
Uon ceremonies. He reaches many
Main — Across from Penney's
families In this area through the
local radio station. '

What Is A.U.S.A

Farm Chief

RAY'S BARBER SHOP

DRUG STORE

Welcomes All Students & Faculty

110

%

BIG HILL AVE.

DIAL
62}-if BO

KY.

ACROSS FROM COLONEL DRIVE-IN

We Have Four Dependable Barbers to Serve You.
"AIL TYPE HAIR CUTS"—OUR SPECIALTY

Richmond's Most Modern Drug Store
designed for comfortable and convenient shopping.
Free Parking. Open til 9:00 P.M. Daily.

COME TO THE

COME TO

RICHMOND BAKERY
CALL 623-54*0

—

Order some of our fresh, tasty, daily-baked goods.
We specialize in decorated cakes—orders must be
placed 24 hours or longer in advance.

DISCOUNT CENTER —

SPORTSWEAR FOR LADIES AND MEN

Featuring - Col. Sanders Recipe
i/2 KENTUCKY FRIED CHICKEN
FRENCH FRIES OR MASHED POTATOES,
COLE SLAW, BISCUITS AND GRAVY

79
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>
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WITH A DRY CLEANING OR LAUNDRYy
ORDER OF Sl.lO OR MORE
CASH AND CARREY ONLY

MODERN DRY CLEANERS & LAUNDRY
220 EAST IRVINE ST
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Pick Up Your Coupon At

COLONEL DRIVE IN

The President's Defense Message to the Congress, on 28 March
1961, contained many things that
are encouraging to the Army.
Looking ahead, perhaps the most
significant feature of the entire
Message was the President's clear
Intention that the reappraisal of
our defense policy and posture
has only begun, and will continue
vigorously.
The most important conclusion
Is that the President's principles
point to a new direction and make
it clear that our ability to deter
all forms of armed aggression and
to deal effectively with localized
wars will be the major objectives
In the years ahead, even while we
are further enhancing the deterrents to total war.

CIRCLE H
FRIDAY NIGHTS FEATURING

Dick Walker & His Four Sounds
A combo with Variety!

ROTC students, like other physically fit American males, have a
military service obligation which
is established by the Congress.
Rifle Team is the
department and the
schedule of 'coming
will be .'posted soon.

■

SATURDAY NIGHTS:

Smoke Richardson's Orchestra
ALSO EDDY WARNER AT THE ORGAN!
Lexington Rd. at Clay's Ferry

Ph. 66527 for Reservations

ASK ABOUT "STRAIGHT LIFE"
GOOD CASH VALUE—GOOD SAVINGS—GOOD
PROTECTION. AND LOW COST.
The New York Life Agent on your Campus
Is a Good Man to Know.
PH. 623-5521

GIFT CERTIFICATE

AGENT—TOMMY M. SMITH

■*

THIS COUPON IS WORTH
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ON ANY
ORDER OF

>
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AT REGULAR
PRICE

Richmond, Ky.
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THE COLONEL DRIVE IN
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CERTIFICATE fi^SiZif''*

A new training program began
Monday night for all junior and
senior cadets. Needed practice In
the command responsibilities Of
these cadets is the subject. The total lesson plan to be taught on the
following Friday will be discussed. These meetings will continue
throughout the school year every
Monday night at 2030 hours. Cooperation by all personnel shoult
prove successful in improving cadet instruction.

ONE DAY SHIRT SERVICE
ONE HOUR DRY CLEANING

/

^

. 'G«e<L -^ i

220 East Irvine St. —130 Big Hill Ave. (Across from Colonel Drive In)

c *

WA»

will be retheir assignand oiled.
will be callthe Brigade

Students designated as Distinguished Military Students will wear
the Distingushed Military Student
Badge on the coat immediately
above the pocket on the right
shoulder.

.^9

<

iAtA,

MODERN DRY CLEANERS
And LAUNDRY

4
I

lONt COUfOM «« OCDMl

2^5!

ADVERTISERS!

All I

The Army maintains close supervision over ROTC traiirir.g. It
furnishes well-t rained military
personnel, an especially designed
program of study, and adequate
supplies. Schools, in return, must
be properly accredited, must insure that a sufficient number of
students are enrolled In the ROTC
units, and must furnish facilities
for the units to operate properly.

z
o

130 BIG HILL AVENUE

Till-* DtTKK KM'IHM >' >\
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PROGRESS

ACROSS FROM KROGER

— TUESDAY SPECIAL —

Notice—All cadets
sponsible for keeping
ed weapons cleaned
Periodical inspections
ed by members of
Staff.

D □

}G3&B* iH&wKfxKp

Tomorrow the exhibition drill
team of Pcrshing Rifles Company
R-l will participate in the Richmond Veterans Day parade. Commander Ralph Newman received
an invitation due to their outstanding past performances this school
year.

The uniform worn by the Cadet
Corp is is more than a mere suit
of clothes. It Is a symbol of honor
and the achievement and traditions of the Armed Forces. Wear
it proudly and wear it properly.
Smart appearance and proper conduct while In uniform are an indication of self resepect,'pride', alertness, and sense of responsibility.
The uniform should be worn n a
manner to reflect credit on the
student, the ROTC, Eastern Kentucky State College, and the United States Army.

YOUR

KEN CAR

262 E. Main Street — Or

"I call therefore a complete and
generous education that which
fits a man to perform justly, skillfully, and magnanimously all the
offices, both private and public, of
peace and war."
John Milton,
1608-1674

The ROTC
pride of the
college. The
rifle matches

RICHMOND.
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Pick Up Your Coupon At

Modern Dry Cleaners and Laundry
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